We prove that for any type F 4 unitary affine VOA V l f 4 , sufficiently many intertwining operators satisfy polynomial energy bounds. This finishes the Wassermann type analysis of intertwining operators for all WZW-models.
Introduction
In his breakthrough work [Was98] , A. Wassermann computed the fusion rules for type A WZW conformal nets, thus establishing the first important relation between the tensor structures of VOA modules and conformal net ones. One of the key steps in [Was98] is to prove that sufficiently many intertwining operators have bounded smeared primary (i.e. lowest weight) fields. The boundedness condition does not hold in general, and should be replaced by the (polynomial) energy bounds condition [CKLW18] , which says roughly that the smeared intertwining operator is bounded by some n-th power of the energy operator L 0 . By generalizing the ideas of Wassermann, Toledano-Laredo established in [TL04] the energy bounds condition for sufficiently many intertwining operators of type D unitary affine VOAs. Similar results for type BCG were proved recently by the author in [Gui19b] . The main strategies are the same (which we call the compression method): One first show the energy bounds for level 1 intertwining operators. The higher level cases are treated inductively by considering the diagonal embedding V l`1 g Ă V 1 g b V l g and showing that sufficiently many V l`1 g -intertwining operators are compressions (i.e. restrictions) of V 1 g bV l g -intertwining operators. Since the latter are energy-bounded by induction, the former are so.
The most difficult and technical part of this method is to verify that compressing the intertwining operators of the larger VOA (say V 1 g b V l g ) produce enough intertwining operators of the smaller VOA (say V l`1 g ). In [Was98, TL04, Gui19b] this is mostly done by Lie algebraic methods, which require case by case studies. Generalizing such analysis to type E (especially E 8 ) WZW-models will be still possible but significantly more difficult. Fortunately, when g is of type ADE, due to the facts (cf. [ACL19, Ara15a, Ara15b]) that V l`1 g and its commutant in V 1 g b V l g are both regular, and that V l`1 g equals its double commutant, it is always possible to produce enough intertwining operators via compressions (cf. [KM15, Gui20b] ). This proves the energy bounds condition for all WZW-intertwining operators of type ADE (which, even in the case of type AD, is stronger than the results in [Was98, TL04] ). Moreover, this method is vertex algebraic and does not require case by case studies. Unfortunately, it is not known if the main results in [ACL19] can be applied to other Lie types or not. Thus, so far, for the remaining type F 4 , one can only prove the energy bounds using Lie theoretic methods. This is the goal of our present paper.
Let f 4 be the type F 4 complex simple Lie algebra. Let l P Z`. The main result of this article is that sufficiently many intertwining operators of the unitary affine VOA V l f 4 is energy-bounded. To be more precise, let λ 4 be the highest weight associated to the smallest non-trivial irreducible f 4 -module L f 4 pλ 4 q (which is of dimension 26 and admissible at level 1), and L f 4 pλ 4 , lq is the irreducible representation of the affine VOA V l f 4 with highest weight λ 4 . We show that any intertwining operator with charge space L f 4 pλ 4 , lq is energy-bounded. In the following, we briefly explain the strategies of the proof by comparing f 4 with g 2 studied in [Gui19b] .
One might guess that f 4 and g 2 can be treated in a similar way due to the conformal embedding V 1 f 4 b V 1 g 2 Ă V 1 e 8 . However, it turns out that f 4 is very different from g 2 and from all the classical Lie types in the following two aspects.
1. For any complex simple Lie algebra g not of type F 4 or E 8 , the weight multiplicities of the smallest non-trivial irreducibles are bounded by 1. By contrast, L f 4 pλ 4 q has weight 0 with multiplicity 2. Consequently, the tensor product rules of L f 4 pλ 4 q exceed 1, which makes the analysis of f 4 more subtle.
2. It seems very difficult (if not impossible) to reduce the higher level cases to the level 1 case using the Lie algebraic methods as in [Was98, TL04, Gui19b] . Thus, one also needs to treat level 2 separately. However, the method for g 2 level 1 (see [Gui19b] especially lemma 5.5) can be applied only to f 4 level 1 but not level 2.
We resolve the second issue by exploiting the conformal embeddings
where Vir c 9 is the (regular) unitary Virasoro VOA with central charge c 9 ă 1. Since the intertwining operators of the smaller VOAs are energy-bounded, so are those of the larger ones. See section 3 for more details. As for the first issue, we show that the 2dimensional weight 0 subspace L f 4 pλ 4 qr0s is spanned by two particular vectors (called F ρ 3 v ρ 3 , F ρ 4 v ρ 4 ) killed by the homomorphisms in Hom g pλ 4 b λ 4 , λ 4 q and in Hom g pλ 4 b λ 3 , λ 3 q respectively. (Here λ 3 is the highest weight for the irreducible 273-dimensional representation.) The key result is lemma 4.2, for which we give two different proofs. The importance of this result is that any homomorphism of the form Hom g pλ 4 b λ, λq (where λ is a dominant integral weight of f 4 ) reduces to a linear combination of those in Hom g pλ 4 b λ 4 , λ 4 q and Hom g pλ 4 b λ 3 , λ 3 q. (For instance, see the proof of proposition 6.1.) Section 6 contains the most technical part of this article, which reduces the four types of intertwining operators in proposition 6.4 to those of level 1 and 2. The main idea is the same as case (II) of [Gui19b] section 5.2. In particular, proposition 6.2 and lemma 6.3, on which the proof of proposition 6.4 relies, also appears either explicitly or implicitly in [Gui19b] . Indeed, proposition 6.2 is a (slight) generalization of [Gui19b] lemma 2.15, whereas lemma 6.3 generalizes the arguments in the proof of [Gui19b] lemma 5.6.
The main result of this article, together with those in [Was98, TL04, Gui19b, Gui20b], is crucial for showing the equivalence of the VOA tensor categories and the conformal net tensor categories associated to WZW-models and their regular cosets. This is the main topic of [Gui20a] and will not be discussed in the present article.
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Energy-bounded intertwining operators
We refer the readers to [DL14, CKLW18, Gui19a] for the basics of unitary VOAs, unitary modules, and unitary intertwining operators. Let V be a unitary VOA. Thus V is equipped with an inner product x¨|¨y (antilinear on the second variable) and an anilinear automorphism Θ (preserving the vacuum vector Ω and the conformal vector ν) such that for every v, v 1 , v 2 P V , xv 1 |Y pv, zqv 2 y " xY pe zL 1 p´z´2q L 0 Θv, z´1qv 1 |v 2 y.
Moreover, Θ is anti-unitary, and Θ 2 " 1 V . A V -module pW i , Y i q is called unitary if W i is equipped with an inner product x¨|¨y under which the above relation holds for any v P V, v 1 , v 2 P W i . In particular, V is a unitary V -module. The eigenvalues of L 0 on W i are non-negative.
where the sum above is the formal sum, each Ypw pin is in EndpW j , W k q, and the following conditions are satisfied: (a) (Lower truncation) For any w pjq P W j , Ypw pin w pjq " 0 when n is sufficiently large.
(b) (Jacobi identity) For any u P V, w piq P W i , m, n P Z, s P R, we have
We say that W i , W j , W k are respectively the charge space, the source space, and the target space of Y. If W i , W j , W k are all irreducible, we say that Y is an irreducible intertwining operator.
Let w piq P W i be a homogeneous vector (for simplicity), i.e. w piq is an eigenvector of L 0 . We say that Ypw piq , zq is energy-bounded (or satisfies polynomial energy bounds) if there exist M, t, r ě 0 such that for any w pjq P W j , n P R,
where the norms ¨ are defined by the inner products of W j , W k . We say that Y is energy-bounded if Ypw piq , zq is so for any homogeneous w piq P W i . We say that V is strongly energy-bounded if Y i is energy-bounded for any unitary V -module W i .
Suppose that g is a finite dimensional (unitary) complex simple Lie algebra. Let p¨|¨q be the (unique) invariant inner product under which the longest roots of g have length ?
2. For each l P Z`" t1, 2, 3, . . . u, the affine VOA V l g is the unique unitary VOA generated by the weight 1 subspace V p1q such that V p1q (with the naturally defined Lie algebra structure) is equivalent to g, and that the inner product x¨|¨y on V p1q equals l times p¨|¨q. V l g is strongly energy-bounded. ( In the remaining part of this article, unless otherwise stated, we shall let g denote the type F 4 complex simple Lie algebra f 4 .
The 26-dimensional representation L g pλ 4 q
We follow the notations in [Gui19b] . Recall that we set g " f 4 . Let h be the Cartan subalgebra of g. Then h˚is the space of weights of g. Let θ be the longest root of f 4 . Recall that the invariant inner product p¨|¨q on f 4 is chosen such that pθ|θq " 2. One then have an isomorphism h » h˚induced by this inner product. For any root α and weight λ, we set n λ,α " 2pλ|αq pα|αq .
(2.1)
g has an involution˚such that X˚"´X when X is an element in the compact real form. Then, with the˚-structure, g is a unitary Lie algebra. Thus, given a unitary representation W of g where W is equipped with an inner product x¨|¨y, we have for any X P g, u, v P W that xXu|vy " xu|X˚vy.
In particular, the adjoint representation g ñ g is unitary. Hence, for any X, Y, Z P g we have prX, Y s|Zq " pY |rX˚, Zsq.
Let l " Z`. Let P`pgq be the set of dominant integral weights of g. Let P`pg, lq be the set of all λ P P`pgq admissible at level l (i.e. pλ|θq ď l). Let V l g be the level l unitary affine VOA associated to g. Then the irreducible unitary representations of V l g are precisely those equivalent to some highest weight (equivalently, lowest energy) representation L g pλ, lq, where λ P P`pg, lq. (See [FZ92] .) L g pλq denotes the finite dimensional (unitary) irreducible representation of g with highest weight λ. We also identify L g pλq with the lowest energy subspace of L g pλ, lq. If µ P h is a weight, then L g pλqrµs the µ-weight space of g, i.e., L g pλqrµs consists of v P L g pλq such that hv " ph|µqv for any h P h. f 4 has the following simple roots (described by the "orthogonal basis") ρ 1 " r0, 1,´1, 0s, ρ 2 " r0, 0, 1,´1s, ρ 3 " r0, 0, 0, 1s, ρ 4 " 1 2 r1,´1,´1,´1s.
The corresponding fundamental weights are λ 1 " r1, 1, 0, 0s, λ 2 " r2, 1, 1, 0s, λ 3 " 1 2 r3, 1, 1, 1s, λ 4 " r1, 0, 0, 0s.
We also have θ " λ 1 " r1, 1, 0, 0s. We also adopt the following notation pn 1 , n 2 , n 3 , n 4 q " n 1 λ 1`n2 λ 2`n3 λ 4`n4 λ 4 .
f 4 has 24 positive roots, whose lengths are either 1 or ? 2. Those with length 1 fall into the following two groups. The roots in Group A are orthogonal to the highest root θ " λ 1 : p0,´1, 2,´1q " r0, 0, 0, 1s p" ρ 3 q p´1, 1, 0,´1q " r0, 0, 1, 0s
Group B consists of those not orthogonal to θ. There are also 6 elements in group B:
r0, 1, 0, 0s, r1, 0, 0, 0s, 1 2 r1, 1,˘1,˘1s
Any positive root with length ? 2 is of the form ra, b, c, ds where only two of a, b, c, d are non-zero; the first non-zero number is 1; the second one is 1 or´1. If α is a root, we choose a raising operator E α . Then F α :" Eα is a lowering operator. We normalize
More generally, due to the fact that for any λ P h˚» h we have
We also have pE α |E α q " pF α |F α q " 2 pα|αq .
One can assume furthermore that
See [Gui19b] section 1.2 for more details. L g pλ 4 q is 26-dimensional and has 25 weights: the zero weight, the twelve roots in group A and group B, and there negatives. If a weight µ of L g pλ 4 q is not zero, then dim L g pλ 4 qrµs " 1. On the other hand, dim L g pλ 4 qr0s " 2. These facts can be checked by LieART (see section A).
The main result of this article is:
3 The case l " 1, 2
In this section, we prove theorem 2.1 when l " 1, 2. The proof for level 1 is similar but slightly simpler than level 2. So we will mainly focus on level 2. g " f 4 has a unitary Lie subalgebras a 1 and c 3 where a 1 is generated by the raising and the lowering operators of λ 1 and c 3 is generated by those of ρ 2 , ρ 3 , ρ 4 . Then a 1 and c 3 are simple Lie algebras of type A 1 , C 3 respectively, i.e., a 1 " sl 2 , c 3 " sp 6 . By the fact that ρ 2˘λ1 , ρ 3λ 1 , ρ 2˘λ1 are not roots of f 4 since there lengths exceed ? 2, we have ra 1 , c 3 s " 0, which shows that there is an embedding of unitary Lie algebras a 1 ' c 3 Ă f 4 . Moreover, the long roots of a 1 , c 3 both have lengths ? 2 under the normalized invariant inner product of g. Thus, the Dynkin indexes of a 1 Ă f 4 and c 3 Ă f 4 are both 1, and one thus have unitary vertex operator subalgebras
(See, for example, [Gui19b] section 2.1.) By comparing the central charges, one sees that when l " 1, the above subalgebra is a conformal subalgebra, i.e., both sides have the same central charge and hence the same conformal vector. When l " 2, the difference between the two central charges is c 9 " 1´6 9¨10 . Thus we have conformal subalgebras
where Vir c 9 is the unitary Virasoro VOA with central charge c 9 . By [DLM97] , unitary affine VOAs and unitary Virasoro VOAs with central charge c ă 1 are regular. So
has a finite orthogonal irreducible decomposition, and each irreducible component has the form W
where W 1 is an irreducible unitary Vir c 9 -module, ✷ is the highest weight of the (2-dimensional) vector representation of sl 2 , and ϑ 1 is the highest weight of the (6-dimensional) vector representation of sp 6 .
The case of level 1 is similar and is left to the reader.
Proof. The lowest energy subspace of L f 4 pλ 4 , 2q is L f 4 pλ 4 q. Since the restrictions of λ 4 to the Cartan subalgebras of a 1 and c 3 equal ✷ and ϑ 1 respectively, the f 4 -module Proof. We only discuss the case of l " 2 since the other case can be treated in a similar way. Let Y be any intertwining operator of V 2 f 4 with charge space L f 4 pλ 4 , 2q. By proposition 1.1, it suffices to prove that Ypw, zq is energy-bounded for some non-zero homogeneous vector w P L f 4 pλ 4 , 2q. If we regard Y as an intertwining operator of Vir c 9 b V 2 a 1 b V 2 c 3 , then, by the above lemma, one can restrict the charge space of Y of a charge subspace of the form (3.1). Let Y 0 be the restriction of Y to this charge subspace. Then it suffices to prove that Y 0 is energy-bounded.
By [ADL05] theorem 2.10, Y 0 is a finite sum of intertwining operators of the form Remark 3.3. The method in this section can be used to prove a similar result for the level 1 affine type G 2 VOA V 1 g 2 . Let α 1 " r a 2{3, 0s, α 2 " r´a3{2, a 1{2s be the simple roots of g 2 . Then α 3 " r0, ?
2s is a root of g with squared length 2. We have embedding a 1 ' a 1 Ă g 2 with the first a 1 generated by the raising and the lowering operators of α 1 , and the second one generated by those of α 3 . This embedding induces a conformal extension V 3
with such charge space are energy-bounded, so are those of V 1 g 2 with charge space L g 2 pς, 1q.
The tensor (fusion) product rule N ν µ
For each λ P P`pg, lq, we let ∆ λ be the conformal weight of L g pλ, lq, i.e. ∆ λ is the smallest eigenvalue of L 0 on L g pλ, lq. Note that ∆ λ depends on l. Indeed, we have ∆ λ " C λ 2pl`h _ q where h _ is the dual Coxeter number of g, and C λ is the Casimir number of L g pλq.
We denote by V l g`ν λ µ˘t he vector space of type`ν λ µ˘"`L gpν,lq
Lgpλ,lq Lgpµ,lq˘i ntertwining operators of V l g , assuming that λ, µ, ν are admissible at level l. We let N ν λµ be the dimension of this vector space. Since, in this article, we will be mainly interested in the case that λ " λ 4 , we let
(4.1) Set ∆ ν λµ " ∆ λ`∆µ´∆ν . We also write Hom g pL g pλq b L g pµq, L g pνqq as Hom g pλ b µ, νq for short. Then for any Y P V l g`ν λ µ˘a nd u pλq P L g pλq, v pµq P L g pµq, we have Ypu pλ∆ ν λµ´1¨u pµq P L g pνq. We define the linear map
by sending each element Y to ΨY satisfying
It is well known that Ψ is injective. Moreover, if pλ|θq " 1 (for example, if λ " λ 4 ) then Ψ is also surjective. (See [Fuc94] (5.9).) In this case, the fusion rule agrees with the truncated tensor product rule:
In particular, N ν µ is independent of the level l at which µ, ν are admissible. Thus, to study the dimension of V l g`ν λ 4 µ˘, it suffices to understand the tensor product rules of L g pλ 4 q. Let v µ P L g pµqrµs, v ν P L g pνqrνs be (non-zero) highest weight vectors of L g pµq, L g pνq respectively. Define a linear map
such that for any T P Hom g pλ b µ, νq, ΓT , as a linear functional on L g pλqrν´µs, is defined by
for any u pλq P L g pλqrν´µs. Then Γ is injective. The image of Γ can be described as follows. Let K µ g pλqrν´µs be the subspace of L g pλqrν´µs spanned by vectors of the form F nµ,α`1 α u pλq , where α is a simple root of g, and u pλq P L g pλq has weight ν´µ`pn µ,α`1 qα. Denote by K µ g pλqrν´µs K the set of elements of L g pλqrν´µs˚vanishing on K µ g pλqrν´µs. Then by [Gui19b] proposition 1.17, we have ImpΓq " K µ g pλqrν´µs K .
(4.5) Thus N ν λµ " dim L g pλqrν´µs´dim K µ g pλqrν´µs. Since we know that a simple root α must be one of ρ 1 , ρ 2 , ρ 3 , ρ 4 , it is easy to see that
As we shall see immediately, these two vectors are non-zero and (indeed) linearly independent. Thus we have N λ 3 λ 3 " N λ 4 λ 4 " 1. More generally, we have:
Lemma 4.1. Let µ " n 1 λ 1`n2 λ 2`n3 λ 3`n4 λ 4 be a dominant integral weight. (a) If n 3 " n 4 " 0, then N µ µ " 0. (b) If n 3 ą 0 and n 4 " 0, then N µ µ " 1 and K µ g pλ 4 qr0s " C¨F ρ 4 v ρ 4 . (c) If n 3 " 0 and n 4 ą 0, then N µ µ " 1 and K µ g pλ 4 qr0s " C¨F ρ 3 v ρ 3 . (d) If n 3 , n 4 ą 0, then N µ µ " 2. We shall prove this lemma together with the following one:
Proof. We know that any vector in K µ g pλ 4 qr0s must be of the form F nµ,α`1 α u where u P L g pλ 4 q has weight pn µ,α`1 qα and α is one of ρ 1 , . . . , ρ 4 . Since pn µ,α`1 qα is one of the 25 weights of L g pλ 4 q, the only possible case is that n µ,α " 0 (equivalently, pµ|αq " 0) and α P tρ 3 , ρ 4 u. (Note that ρ 1 , ρ 2 are not weights of L g pλ 4 q.)
It is easy to calculate that pµ|ρ 3 q " n 3 2 , pµ|ρ 4 q " n 4 2 .
In case (a), µ is orthogonal to both ρ 3 , ρ 4 . It follows that K µ g pλ 4 qr0s is spanned by F ρ 3 v ρ 3 , F ρ 4 v ρ 4 . In particular, K 0 g pλ 4 qr0s is spanned by the two vectors. Since Hom g pλ 4 b 0, 0q is clearly trivial, by (4.6), we must have K 0 g pλ 4 qr0s " L g pλqr0s whose dimension is 2. Thus, F ρ 3 v ρ 3 , F ρ 4 v ρ 4 span L g pλ 4 qr0s. This proves lemma 4.2. By this lemma, K µ g pλ 4 qr0s, which has dimension 2, equals L g pλ 4 qr0s. So N µ µ " 0. Assume case (b). Then µ is orthogonal to ρ 4 but not ρ 3 . It follows that K µ g pλ 4 qr0s " C¨F ρ 4 v ρ 4 . Similarly, in case (c), µ is orthogonal to ρ 3 but not ρ 4 . So K µ g pλ 4 qr0s " C¨F ρ 3 v ρ 3 . Finally, in case (d), neither ρ 3 nor ρ 4 is orthogonal to µ. So K µ g pλ 4 qr0s must be trivial. Similar to lemma 4.2, we have: Lemma 4.3. Let ρ 5 " 1 2 r´1, 1, 1,´1s whose negative is a root in group A. Choose a non-zero v ρ 5 P L g pλ 4 qrρ 5 s. Then F ρ 3 v ρ 3 and F ρ 5 v ρ 5 form a basis of L g pλ 4 qr0s.
Proof. For each root α, let ̟ α be the element in the Weyl group defined by the reflection along the hyperplane orthogonal to α. In other words, for each λ P h, ̟ α pλq " λ´n λ,αα . Now we set α " r0, 1, 1, 0s and β " r1, 0, 0, 0s. Set ̟ " ̟ α ̟ β . Then ̟pρ 3 q " ρ 3 and ̟pρ 4 q " ρ 5 . Thus F ρ 3 v ρ 3 and F ρ 5 v ρ 5 are linearly independent since F ρ 3 v ρ 3 and F ρ 4 v ρ 4 are so. Indeed, one can show that two vectors are not parallel by calculating the angel between them. Due to the equivalence induced by reflections, the angels between F ρ 3 v ρ 3 , F ρ 5 v ρ 5 and between F ρ 3 v ρ 3 , F ρ 4 v ρ 4 can be calculated using the same algorithm and share similar properties. (See section B for an instance of calculating the angel.)
When ν´µ is a non-zero weight of L g pλ 4 q, the weight space L g pλ 4 qrν´µs has dimension 1. In this case, the number N ν µ can be calculated by the following method. (Cf. [Gui19b] corollary 1.18) Proposition 4.4. Let µ, ν P P`pgq. Assume that ν´µ is a non-zero weight of L g pλ 4 q. Then N ν µ " 1 if and only if for any α P tρ 1 , ρ 2 , ρ 3 , ρ 4 u, dim L g pλ 4 qrν´µ`pn µ,α`1 qαs " 0.
Otherwise, N ν µ " 0.
The fundamental types
We say that an intertwining operator in V l g`ν λ 4 µ˘i s of type`ν µ˘l evel l. We have shown that the level 1 intertwining operators with charge space L g pλ 4 , 1q are energy-bounded. Thus, by [Gui19b] proposition 2.14 and that pλ 4 |θq " 1, to prove the energy bounds condition for any type`ν µ˘l evel l intertwining operator, it suffices to consider the case that pµ|θq " pν|θq " l. In this case, ν´µ, which is orthogonal to θ, is either 0 or one of the six roots in group A. Also, since N 0 λ 4 λ 4 " 1 (by, for example, proposition 4.4), L g pλ 4 , lq is self-dual. Thus any type`ν µ˘l evel l intertwining operator is the adjoint of a type`µ ν˘l evel l intertwining operator. (See [Gui19a] section 1.3 for the definition of adjoint intertwining operators.) Thus, by [Gui19a] corollary 3.7-(d), type`ν µ˘l evel l intertwining operators are energy-bounded if and only if type`µ ν˘l evel l intertwining operators are so.
Definition 5.1. Assume k, l P Z`and k ď l. Let µ 0 , ν 0 P P`pg, kq and µ, ν P P`pg, lq. We say that type`ν µ˘l evel l reduces to type`ν 0 µ 0˘l evel k, if the following conditions are satisfied:
(a) N ν µ ď N ν 0 µ 0 . (b) There exists ρ P P`pg, l´kq such that µ " µ 0`ρ and ν " ν 0`ρ .
The following result generalizes [Gui19b] lemma 2.15-(a), and applies to all Lie types but not just f 4 . 
Let v λ 4 , v µ 0 , v ν 0 , Ω, v ρ be the highest weight (and lowest energy) vectors of L g pλ 4 , kq, L g pµ 0 , kq, L g pν 0 , kq, L g p0, k 1 q, L g pρ, k 1 q. (Note that Ω can be chosen to be the vacuum vector of the VOA V k 1 g " L g p0, k 1 q.) Set
which are homogeneous vectors in W 1 , W 2 , W 3 respectively. Consider the diagonal embedding g Ă g ' g which induces V l g Ă V k g b V k 1 g . Then w 1 , w 2 , w 3 are highest weight vectors of the level l affine Lie algebra p g l with weights λ 4 , µ, ν respectively. Let r Y be the "restriction" of Y to the irreducible V l g -submodules generated by w 1 , w 2 , w 3 respectively. To be more precise, note that the unitary g-modules gw 1 , gw 2 , gw 3 are equivalent to L g pλ 4 q, L g pµq, L g pνq respectively. Let e 3 be the orthogonal projection of W 3 onto gw 3 . Let s " ∆ ν 0 λ 4 µ 0´1 , and define T Y P Hom g pλ 4 b µ, νq by
Then, by [Gui19b] theorem 2.12, there is a unique r Y of type`ν µ˘l evel l such that Ψ r Y "
T Y , (Recall that the injective map Ψ is defined in (4.2).) and r Y is energy-bounded if Y is so. (Indeed, by the proof of that theorem, r Y is chosen to be z a¨p 3 Ypp 1 , zqp 2 for some a P R, where p 1 , p 2 , p 3 are the orthogonal projections of W 3 onto p gw 1 , p gw 2 , p gw 3 respectively.)
From the definition of Y and T Y , it is not hard to see that ΓΨY equals ΓT Y . Therefore, as Ψ r Y " T Y , we have ΓΨY " ΓΨ r Y. Thus, by the injectivity of Ψ and Γ, we have Y " 0 if and only if r Y " 0. Therefore the linear map Y Þ Ñ r Y is injective. By condition (a), this map is bijective.
Proposition 5.3. Assume that pν|θq " pµ|θq " l. Then any intertwining operator of type`ν µl evel l reduces to one of the following fundamental types:
(1) Type`2 λ 3 λ 2`λ4˘l evel 4 and its adjoint.
(2) Type`λ 2 λ 1`λ4˘l evel 3 and its adjoint.
(3) Type`2 λ 4 λ 3˘l evel 2 and its adjoint.
(4) Type`λ 3`λ4 λ 2˘l evel 3 and its adjoint.
(5) Type`λ 2`λ4 λ 1`λ3˘l evel 4 and its adjoint.
(6) Type`λ 3 λ 1˘l evel 2 and its adjoint.
(7) Type`λ 3`λ4 λ 3`λ4˘l evel 3.
(8) Type`λ 3 λ 3˘l evel 2.
(9) Type`λ 4 λ 4˘l evel 1. Proof. Assume N ν µ ą 0. By lemma 4.1, if ν " µ, then any type reduces to one of (7), (8), (9). Now assume ν ‰ µ. Then N ν µ ď 1, and either ν´µ or its negative is one of the six roots in group A. (See section 2.) By proposition 4.4 or by LieART computations (see section A), it is not hard to check that each of the first 6 cases has fusion/tensor product rule 1. Moreover, these 6 cases correspond to the six positive roots in group A. Assume ν´µ is positive. So ν´µ is a positive root in group A. Then`ν µ˘l evel l reduces the one of (1)-(6) corresponding to ν´µ. If ν´µ is negative, then`µ ν˘, which is adjoint to`ν µ˘, reduces to the one of (1)-(6).
Note that only case (7) has fusion rule 2. All the other fundamental types have fusion rule 1.
Proof for the fundamental types
By the results in the last section, to prove theorem 2.1, it suffices to prove the energy bounds condition for any intertwining operator of fundamental type. Since the case l ď 2 has already been proved, it remains to prove the cases (1) (2) (4) (5) (7) in proposition 5.3. We first discuss the easier case.
Proof for case (7)
Proposition 6.1. The intertwining operators of type`λ 3`λ4 λ 3`λ4˘l evel 3 are energy-bounded.
Proof. Choose a non-zero intertwining operator Y 1 of type`λ 3 λ 3˘l evel 2. Then Y 1 is energy-bounded by proposition 3.2. As in the proof of proposition 5.2, one can construct r
Y 1 is energy-bounded, and by the last paragraph of that proof, ΓΨ r Y 1 " ΓΨY 1 . Now, ΨY 1 is a non-zero element in Hom g pλ 4 b λ 3 , λ 3 q. Thus, by (4.5), ΓΨ r Y 1 is a non-zero linear functional on L g pλ 4 qr0s orthogonal to K µ 3 g pλ 3 qr0s. Therefore, by lemma 4.1, ΓΨ r Y 1 kills F ρ 4 v ρ 4 . Similarly, we choose a non-zero Y 2 of type`λ 4 λ 4˘l evel 1. Then one can construct r Y 2 of type`λ 3`λ4 λ 3`λ4˘l evel 3 by compressing Y 2 b Y λ 3 where Y λ 3 is the vertex operator of L g pλ 3 , 2q. Then r Y 2 is energy-bounded, and, by (4.5) and lemma 4.1, ΓΨ r Y 2 kills F ρ 3 v ρ 3 . Therefore, by lemma 4.2, r Y 1 and r Y 2 are linearly independent. So the 2-dimensional vector space V 3 g`λ 3`λ4 λ 4 λ 3`λ4˘i s spanned by the energy-bounded intertwining operators r Y 1 and r Y 2 . This completes the proof.
Proof for cases (1) (2) (4) (5)
Our proof of these four cases relies on the following proposition which holds for any complex (unitary) finite dimensional simple Lie algebra. The statement and the proof are similar to (but slightly more general than) Lemma 2.15-(b) of [Gui19b] . It is also a generalization of proposition 5.2. Proposition 6.2. Choose λ, µ, ν P P`pg, lq satisfying dim V l g`ν λ µ˘ą 0. Assume that there exist ρ, µ 0 , ν 0 P P`pg, lq satisfying the following conditions. (We set k " maxtpλ|θq, pµ 0 |θq, pν 0 |θqu.)
(b) µ " µ 0`ρ , and dim L g pν 0 qrν´ρs " dim Hom g pν 0 b ρ, νq " 1.
(c) pρ|θq`k ď l. Proof. As in the proof of proposition 5.2, define a linear map V k
We now define the homogeneous vectors w 1 , w 2 , w 3 as in the proof of proposition 5.2. Let v λ , v µ 0 , v ρ be the highest weight (and lowest energy) vectors of L g pλ, kq, L g pµ 0 , kq, L g pρ, k 1 q respectively. Ω is the vacuum vector and highest weight vector of L g p0, k 1 q. Set
The lowest (L 0 -) energy subspace of W 3 is L g pν 0 q b L g pρq. By (b), the g-module L g pν 0 q b L g pρq has a unique irreducible submodule (equivalent to) L g pνq. We let w 3 be a (nonzero) highest weight vector of L g pνq. Consider again the diagonal embedding V l g Ă V k g b V k 1 g . Then w 1 , w 2 , w 3 are highest weight vectors of the affine Lie algebra p g l with weights λ, µ, ν respectively. Let e 3 be the orthogonal projection of W 3 onto gw 3 . Let s " ∆ ν 0 λµ 0´1 , and define T Y P Hom g pλ b µ, νq by
Again, by [Gui19b] theorem 2.12, there is a unique r
Then T Y " 0. Identify L g pλ, kq with L g pλ, kq b Ω and hence L g pλq with L g pλq b Ω. For each u P L g pλqrν´µs,
e 3 restricts to and can be regarded as the projection of L g pν 0 q b L g pρq onto L g pνq » gw 3 . Thus e 3 is a non-zero element in Hom g pν 0 b ρ, νq. Since Ypuq s v µ 0 P L g pν 0 qrν´ρs, one has e 3 pYpuq s v µ 0 b v ρ q " pΓe 3 qpYpuq s v µ 0 q, which equals 0. Since Γ is injective, Γe 3 ‰ 0. So Ypuq s v µ 0 " 0 since L g pν 0 qrν´ρs is one dimensional. To summarize, we have proved that Ypuq s v µ 0 " 0 for any u P L g pλqrν´µs. Therefore, by condition (d), we must have Y " 0. Lemma 6.3. In proposition 6.2, we set α " ν 0´ν`ρ and η " ν´µ. Then condition (d) holds if the following are satisfied:
(i) dim Hom g pλ b µ 0 , ν 0 q " 1.
(ii) α is a positive root of g.
(iii) There exists u P L g pλqrηs such that E α u R K µ 0 g pλqrν 0´µ0 s. Moreover, assume (i) and (ii). Then (iii) holds if the following is satisfied:
(iii') dim L g pλqrν 0´µ0 s " 1 and pη|αq ă 0.
We will show that cases (1) and (4) satisfy (i) (ii) (iii), and that cases (2) and (5) satisfy (i) (ii) (iii').
Proof. Choose any non-zero Y P V k g`ν 0 λ µ 0˘. Then T :" ΨY is non-zero. Choose any nonzero u P L g pλqrηs satisfying condition (iii). As usual, we let v µ 0 and v ν 0 be (non-zero) highest weight vectors of L g pµ 0 q, L g pν 0 q respectively. Since α is a positive root, we have a lowering operator F α . Then
Since E α u has weight η`α " ν 0´p µ´ρq " ν 0´µ0 , we have xT pu b v µ 0 q|F α v ν 0 y " pΓT qpE α uq.
By (i) and (4.5), K µ 0 g pλqrν 0´µ0 s has codimension 1, which must be the kernal of the nonzero linear functional ΓT . So pΓT qpE α uq is not zero since E α u is not in this kernal. This proves (6.1).
Assume that (i), (ii), and (iii') are true. Since we have assumed dim V l g`ν λ µ˘ą 0 in proposition 6.2, L g pλqrν´µs " L g pλqrηs is non-trivial. Choose any non-zero u P L g pλqrηs. Since pη|αq ă 0 and hence n η,α ă 0, we have E α u ‰ 0. Indeed, this follows either by a standard sl 2 -argument or by the following calculation: xE α u|E α uy " xF α E α u|uy " xF α u|F α uy´xH α u|uy ě´xH α u|uy "´n η,α pu|uq ą 0.
Since dim L g pλqrν 0´µ0 s " dim Hom g pλ b µ 0 , ν 0 q " 1, the subspace K µ 0 g pλqrν 0´µ0 s is trivial by (4.6). This proves (iii).
We return to the Lie algebra g " f 4 . We now prove the energy bounds condition for the cases (1) (2) (4) (5). To be more specific, we prove: Proposition 6.4. The intertwining operators of the following types are energy-bounded:
(1) Type`λ 2`λ4 2λ 3˘l evel 4.
standard sl 2 -argument (where sl 2 is generated by E ρ 3 and F ρ 3 ), E ρ 3 u and F ρ 3 v ρ 3 are proportional since the (irreducible) sl 2 -subrepresentations generated by u and by v ρ 3 agree. Thus, by lemma 4.2, E α u and F ρ 4 v ρ 4 are linearly independent. So E α u is not in K µ 0 g pλqrν 0´µ0 s. This proves (iii). Similarly, in case (4), by lemma 4.1 we have K µ 0 g pλqrν 0´µ0 s " K λ 4 g pλ 4 qr0s " C¨F ρ 3 v ρ 3 . Choose ρ 5 " 1 2 r´1, 1, 1,´1s and non-zero v ρ 5 P L g pλ 4 qrρ 5 s. Then L g pλqrηs " L g pλ 4 qrρ 5 s. We have α "´ρ 5 . So E α v ρ 5 " E´ρ 5 v ρ 5 " F ρ 5 v ρ 5 , which, by lemma 4.3, is not in C¨F ρ 3 v ρ 3 . This again proves (iii).
Thus, we have proved that the intertwining operators of fundamental types are energy-bounded. This proves theorem 2.1.
A Computations by LieART
One can calculate the weight multiplicities and the tensor product rules using LiE [LCL92] 2 or the Mathematica package LieART [FK15] . The LieART codes used in this article are provided below.
The following LieART (v.2.0.0) code shows the root system of g " f 4 .
RootSystem[F4]//OrthogonalBasis
The weights and their multiplicities of L g pλ 4 q " L g pp0, 0, 0, 1qq can be calculated by the code:
The following codes are used in the proof of proposition 6.4 to check the first half of condition (b), namely dim L g pν 0 qrν´ρs " 1. The outputs of these codes are all 1. The code for case (1) computes the multiplicity of the weight p0, 1,´1, 1q in L g pp0, 0, 1, 0qq " L g pλ 3 q. The other codes are understood in a similar way.
To check the second half of condition (b), namely Hom g pν 0 b ρ, νq " 1, we calculate ν 0 b ρ, which shows that ν (boxed in the outputs) appears precisely once in the tensor product. We write pn 1 , n 2 , n 3 , n 4 q as pn 1 n 2 n 3 n 4 q when none of the four integers exceeds 
B Another proof of lemma 4.2
Due to the importance of lemma 4.2, we give in this section an alternate proof of this lemma. Let v P L g pλ 4 qrλ 4 s be a highest weight vector with length 1. Set α " r1, 0, 0,´1s, β " 1 2 r1, 1, 1, 1s
which are roots of g. Recall ρ 3 " r0, 0, 0, 1s, ρ 4 " 1 2 r1,´1,´1,´1s. Then α`ρ 3 " β`ρ 4 " r1, 0, 0, 0s " λ 4 . By scaling v ρ 3 , v ρ 4 , we may assume that v ρ 3 " F α v and v ρ 4 " F β v. We shall show that F ρ 3 F α v and F ρ 4 F β v are not parallel by calculating the angle between them.
We first calculate the square length xF ρ 3 F α v|F ρ 3 F α vy " xF α v|E ρ 3 F ρ 3 F α vy.
Since rE ρ 3 , F ρ 3 s " H ρ 3 , E ρ 3 v " 0, and since ρ 3´α " r´1, 0, 0, 2s is not a root, the above expression equals xF α v|H ρ 3 F α vy " n λ 4´α ,ρ 3 xF α v|F α vy " n ρ 3 ,ρ 3 xF α v|F α vy "2xF α v|F α vy " 2xv|H α vy " 2n λ 4 ,α v 2 " 2.
A similar calculation shows xF ρ 4 F β v|F ρ 4 F β vy " 2n λ 4 ,β v 2 " 2.
To show that the two vectors are not parallel, we need to show that the absolute value of xF ρ 3 F α v|F ρ 4 F β vy is not equal to 2.
Set γ " β´ρ 3 " α´ρ 4 " 1 2 r1, 1, 1,´1s which is a positive root. We would like to express rE ρ 3 , F β s in terms of F γ . Note that pF γ |F γ q " 2{pγ|γq " 2. Since rF ρ 3 , F β s " 0 as ρ 3`β " 1 2 r1, 1, 1, 3s is not a root, we have prE ρ 3 , F β s|rE ρ 3 , F β sq " pF β |rF ρ 3 , rE ρ 3 , F β ssq " pF β |rrF ρ 3 , E ρ 3 s, F β sq "´pF β |rH ρ 3 , F β sq " n β,ρ 3 pF β |F β q " 1¨2 " 2.
Thus, rE ρ 3 , F β s " k 1 F γ for some constant k 1 satisfying |k 1 | " 1. Similarly, since ρ 4`α " 1 2 r3,´1,´1,´3s is not a root, and since pF α |F α q " 2{pα|αq " 1, we have prE ρ 4 , F α s|rE ρ 4 , F α sq "´pF α |rH ρ 4 , F α sq " n α,ρ 4 pF α |F α q " 2¨1 " 2.
Thus rE ρ 4 , F α s " k 2 F γ where |k 2 | " 1. Now, using the fact that ρ 3´ρ4 " 1 2 r´1, 1, 1, 3s is not a root, we find xF ρ 3 F α v|F ρ 4 F β vy " xF α v|E ρ 3 F ρ 4 F β vy " xF α v|F ρ 4 rE ρ 3 , F β svy " k 1 xF α v|F ρ 4 F γ vy "k 1 xE ρ 4 F α v|F γ vy " k 1 k 2 xF γ v|F γ vy " k 1 k 2 xv|H γ vy " k 1 k 2 n λ 4 ,γ " k 1 k 2 whose absolute value is 1. This finishes the proof.
